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Abstract 
Think about a relationship in which the most important is the harmony between man and environment, and not a continuous 
confrontation, is like thinking about a human ecology.  This kind of relation would be possible if people and their communities 
reflect their interdependence with nature and also give moral value to the way their actions behavior affects or benefit 
environment and themselves. 
If education and teachers develop moral abilities inside human beings, it would be an important step for the natural and human 
environment care that because the matter for ecology wouldn’t be determine by external facts. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
Some days ago, I was talking with a friend about the ecological matter.  Themes like world heating, climatic 
change, draining of natural resources, and others, were part of our conversation. His point of view, a little cynic, was 
that when something ends, the most practical is to be prepared to face it assume it at not more. This planet is diying 
because of our fauts and others, what´s the matter?  Enjoy the little we have. And he continued his thinking in this 
way: “I have no more than 20 years of life, I haven´t sons, and I´m not responsible for their future, because they are 
who have to live it, enjoy it or suffer it, not me. I´m only waiting that we could get keep our planet, at least during 
the  next 20 years, after that… It´s not my problem. 
I´m sure that you would agree with me that the position of my friend is deeply egoistic, he is only thinking about 
him and his well-being, no matter it would be terrible for other people. I’m sure that you would consider this attitude 
as something no- normal, in the deepest sense of this world.  
Unmoral is any attitudes that carry a person to get a bad behavior, degrading human condition, becoming, to say 
in a way least human being, getting far from happiness as a last ending.  
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In the same way that acting in a good way has big a repercussion for that person, for people around (him / here) 
and for what is around (him /here) acting in a bad way has its own consequences. The first is that people who act in 
a bad way or do something bad cause damage to people and things around them, In the case of cynic friend, his 
attitude of bad use or abuse of nature. Not only cause damage to nature and impoverish and weaken it but cause 
damage to him and makes his a bad person in the moral sense.  
Making an effort in the moral way we can contribute to care and protection of natural environments, taking into 
account that nature is a moral and ontological matter, so a reality that contributes to the human perfection. That 
means that we must talk about this theme in a respectful and responsible way. 
We would try to develop this idea in 3 steps: in the first talking about human ecology through a moral 
perspective, understood as a complete relation between a person and nature, father than conversation of 
environment. In the second moment, we would to justify the moral perspective of human ecology, from the relation 
between man-nature as a matter of fact, not only useful but honest and delectable. 
Finally, the work ends with an invitation to educators to introduce the virtues of ecology really human in the 
process of training, formation and teaching inside school.  
2. Moral perspective of human ecology 
Questions and answers about the actual condition of the world, natural and human “eco-systems” can’t be 
answered through a pure ecological biology, because through that approximation, we could only understand the 
condition in which are species, the way they inter-act and the situation in which is their environment. So, that 
answer will be not enough, without a real answer for those questions: the human obligation of taking care the nature, 
which must be present in all the personal attitudes and action. 
A discipline that is really related with all that requirements is human ecology, which studies the relation between 
natural environments and societies, how are they influenced and what modifications appears from that relation. So, 
human ecology, let us to understand the environment condition, but also let us to understand the human being roll 
for its preservation, its care or deterioration and also to understand the consequences that it could has on the way we 
live. 
Human ecology approach to the environmental theme since a perspective that we could call anthropological, that 
is to say, that jumble the human being in a complete way, not only as a biological being but as a rational, free and 
social being. 
The principle of a true human ecology considers the human being as a nature caretaker and nature as its own 
caretaker for its conversation to be the service of human being. The interaction between them must be perfect, 
harmonic: for human ecology man needs nature to be complete and nature needs human beings. But never the less, 
human being and nature aren´t in the same level, because the first one, has value independent of species and the 
second one only has value as species. 
In conclusion, family, education and comprehension about moral, are factors that contribute to an implementation 
of  an  ecology  that  could  be  really  human.  Thinking  since  those  facts,  it  could  be  possible  to  work  through  an  
ecological view in order to preservative environment. 
Now,  we  are  going  to  get  an  approximation  to  the  second  question  in  our  essay,  starting  from  the  Thomas  
Aquino´s thinking. 
In  the  question  5  from the  book I  of  “La Suma Theological”,  Saint  Thomas  says  that  the  human wealth,  as  a  
wealth is divides in useful, honest and delectable Useful when something is desirable as way to get something, 
honest when something is desirable by it and delectable when it had been gotten what was desirable. 
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In this case, nature is a wealth product and consequence of an upper and absolute perfection that people 
constantly assume as a different way as useful, delectable and finally honest. Useful in the way that takes nature as 
something that must be cared because it gives a service for human being. Delectable, considering nature only as 
recourse of aesthetic pleasure. And honest when is considered as an absolute wealth, not a source of pleasure or 
service, but a goal itself that must be preserved and cared. 
In  that  case,  nature  can’t  be  assumed  in  a  different  way  according  to  some  of  that  kind  of  wealth,  it  must  be  
assumed in an absolute and total way as a wealth itself; and universal wealth being honest, delectable and beautiful. 
Now, we will see what aspects of the wealth, could be considered as a moral wealth in the relation man-nature. If 
nature is considered in its useful dimension, the corresponding human action would be its benefit and exploitation. 
But nature exploitation doesn´t make bad to man, and not necessary causes damage to environment. Bad effects 
come from a bad exploitation, because of its unnecessary or because it´s produce for an excessive desire of comfort 
or profit. 
Using  nature  in  a  moral  way  could  contribute  to  solve  real  people  and  society  needs,  to  get  a  productive  and  
dignified life style. 
Now, if nature wealth is reduced to its honest dimension, we have the risk of divinize it and consequently to take 
not use of it. This relation is totally unmoral because it doesn´t recognize the real purpose of nature on the human 
being: carry the creation to its fullness. 
When human being and nature care is taken with moral and rational responsibility a positive impact is generated, 
but the impact must be honest, because through a honest wealth moral actions related to environment are assumed as 
good by themselves, what it means it that if environment is cared it is because that is the correct and not because it´s 
a way to guarantee better future or present consequences. 
Never the less, if we assume that environment care must be produce because of delectable wealth, we must take 
into account that in that way protection is a practical purpose, because the purpose of that action is not the care but 
the  feeling  that  awake  in  us  that  care.  If  it  is  decided  that  wealth  to  take  care  of  environment,  is  not  honest  or  
delectable, but a useful one, we have to think that neither purpose nor the way are important, so the meaningful are 
consequences of that act for future. 
It´s obvious that nature not only let us to enjoy it, but it´s an essential part for human being search harmony with 
nature. 
That harmony relation is the purpose of the human ecology we are suggesting. In order to get it, it´s necessary to 
educate people in attitudes and practical activities that lead them to discover nature as a useful and honest wealth, 
understanding that he/ she could must take advantage enjoying nature to grow as person and to conservator 
environment. In other words, the purpose of human ecology is to educate in the principles and necessary virtues in 
order that new generations, make a rational and moral use of creation, that let them to grow and live with dignity 
and get a true fulfillment. 
3. Towards a respect for nature pedagogy: ecological virtues 
In teacher´s practice at least 4 ecological virtues must be improve in order to promote habits and abilities that let 
students act according to 2 main ideas, the first one, love towards nature and human environment; the other one, 
respectful care towards them and him herself. 
Those virtues being present in their daily life’s, in every action, would become a meaningful question for them in 
order to consolidate their personality and identity 
Virtues as: Strong, character, solidarity, respect and prudence, are fundamental bases for pedagogy that promote 
love and care towards nature as a non-replaceable wealth. Strong character, in this case generates that students could 
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assume ecological human actions that promote honest actions to moderate material passions.  All these carry them to 
direct actions towards wealth and good keeping of natural and human environments. 
Solidarity, lead them to become aware about their actions and their effects on other people life’s. 
Respect let them to know a free and voluntary way, that nature is a wealth by itself that must be cared with 
exclamation and hard effort. Through respect there is a consolidation in the relationship between person and nature 
determined by truth and love. Finally, prudence, help students in order to understand what or which actions are good 
and right for the consolidation of human actions that be solidarious, respectful and with strong character. 
In conclusion, for us, promote and motivate ecological virtues to students, is like start a long-life project with 
human character in which the main goal be motivate respect for nature, through an active  rational and moral 
compromise, understanding that their actions are not only good for nature but for themselves. It´s important to avoid 
individual and selfish actions that don´t help us to take care of environment in the present situations. 
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